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zMilitaryy Exam pple: 
z It takes a network; the new frontline of modern warfare 

z By Stanley A McChrystal 



Governing by Network

The New Shape of the Public SectorThe New Shape of the Public Sector 

Stepphen Goldsmith and William D. Eggersgg  



�“From business to warfare, networked organizational forms are 
l i hi hi N G ld i h d E f A i ’supplanting hierarchies. Now, Goldsmith and Eggers, two of America’s 

most innovative policy thinkers, show how the networking trend is 
transforming government. This book is a must read for anyone concerned 
with how to make government better and more cost effective ”with how to make government better and more cost effective.

-Mitt Romney, Governor of Massachusetts




Mre

z MIT as a network 

z ESD.00 as a network 

z Bay Area ground transportation-- control without hierarchy 

z Freight railroads Freight railroads 



Mre

z Random and non-random networks 



Mre

z Random networks-- Erdos, et al 
z How to generate one? 
z What are its characteristics? 



Mre

z Non-Random networks--Barabasi et al 
z How to generate one? 
z What are its characteristics? 
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•	 Definition 

•	 Weigghingg schemes‐‐Martland 

•	 Characterization and categorization of stakeholders‐‐
Mitchell 
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Definition: What is a stakeholder? 

A stakeholder has material effect on the pperformance of a syystem 
or is materially affected by the performance of a system, or both. 
(JS) 



StakeholdersSt eholders‐Martland’s text text
ak Martland s 

• Weighing schemes‐‐ suppose you are the only stakeholder




StakeholdersSt eholders‐Martland’s text text
ak	 Martland s 
•	 Now imagine multiple stakeholders; each has their own view of 

which performance measures are the most importantwhich performance measures are the most important 



Stakeholdersak s‐‐Mitchell Mitchell
St eholder

• Characterizingg and Categgorizingg Stakeholders 
• “The principle of who and what really counts” 
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• The idea of stakeholder salience 

• Power 
• Legitimacy 

• UrgencyUrgency 
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PProposiitiion 1 Stakehholdld  er li will b i i  l1: S k  salience ill be positively 
related to the cumulative number of stakeholder 
attributes –power, legitimacy, and urgency –perceived by 
managers managers toto bebe present present. (Mitchell) (Mitchell) 
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• Represent in three‐circled Venn diagram 

• Power, legitimacy, urgency 

• If one of the above, the stakeholder is latent 
• If two of the above the stakeholder is expectant If two of the above, the stakeholder is expectant 
• If all three of the above, the stakeholder is definitive 
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Any comments or questions?
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